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that he felt that you wished. he had. And you'd. have to stand there while he prepared

to take from you the money that you had that had been given you by a friend, and you had
that you would give it to the government

to sign it out, sign a statement hat it was voluntarily given with not.cornpulsion whatever

out of your desire f great interest for the government. Now the way it affected some

people when they were seized like that and. they had. heard from others about the terrible

suffering they had cone through , they said, VMe don't want to go through torture like that."

And so the minute they were brought in there and they were asked if they had. some gold, they

said, "Yes, I've got lOO dollars worth of gold buried in the back yard, and would be glad

to make it as a present." As so he said. that immediately when they said that they decided

against that policy because those who let on so quickly were tortured. just as much or

maybe more. And so he said that the people had to learn that the best thing to do was to

stand a certain amount of torture before you submitted. bacause then the inquisitor might

decide that that was all you had., and you held out against them until you finally gave in.

But if you give in imriadiately he would think you were just ring to hide and that you

really had some more. You can easily see that in a system like that a person who didn't

have anything at all might be submitted to terrific torture and there was- nothing he could

do. Well this was the gold mining of the Sovet Government which ba caused. Lyons to

begin to lose confidence in the government. Now after the N

(new record)!-/3)
(2)
....that is the third internationalist. That is the attempt to carry on propaganda in

othe
other countries, and that of course is an entirely different problem than a control in the

country. Sombbody mettioned afl awhile ago the system is a control within the country and
(2 i/L)

the chances of starting a great war are practically nil, but the attempt

with which other countries eye it would probably never be effected. In

spite of tie fact that you can't trust you own people after this last war when the Russian

soldiers came back from Europe a great many of them were liquidated after their return. They
(3)

had seen countries under a free eenterprise and they had seen bow different life

which come under a man in power. and the result twas that after seeing it they were dissatisfied.,

and a great many of them were liquidated.. Today in East Germany where you have Russian forces
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